
the Sun generator 
produce & uSe. directly.



What can the Sun Generator be uSed for?
at the moment the available Sun generator has a 
capacity of 250 W, but plans are to extend it up to 
3-5 kW. Already with 250 W, applications are several: 
radios, equipment for barber shops, tailors, kiosks, 
irrigation, refrigeration and cooking are only some of 
the possible options. Can you add something to the 
list? Basically, any device with a power of 250 W can 
be operated by the Sun generator!

                Electrical Grid            Batteries       Sun Generator

can be installed anywhere   no  yes  yes

Cheap solution    No  No  yes

Long lasting    Yes  No  yes

Sensible to heat    no  yes  no

Polluting     no  yes  no

did you KnoW?
Batteries are sensible to heat! Most of them are designed 
to operate at 25°C and they will halve their lifetime every 8°C 
increase. It is easy to imagine that batteries placed in climates 
with 40°c+ will not last for long… ?

hoW to Get one?

We can teach you how to build one! 
a customized workshop can be organized, 
during which all the needed knowledge 
related to the Sun generator can be provided. 
We are also happy to adapt it to your needs 
and tailor it for the specific application you 
might have in mind. For more information, 
please scan the Qr code.

Sun Generator: get the power from the Sun!
don’t get tricked by the name! the sun generator does not generate sun… but 
electricity!
You might say that there is already a device that does that: a PV panel! You are 
completely right and we still need to use it to produce electricity. 

So, What iS the innovation? 
A PV panel produces DC current, but most of the electrical tools and appliances 
work on ac current. there needs to be a conversion unit which “translates”  dc 
into ac, and that is the task of the Sun generator!

hoW iS that different form an inverter?
an inverter is designed with the same principle in mind, but it needs either an 
electrical grid or some batteries: in other words, it cannot operate alone. The 
Sun Generator can, and that is its strength! Not only: the Sun Generator can also 
run devices with higher voltage than stated…they will just run slower. 

uSe the Sun, not BatterieS!
Did we mention it? The Sun Generator does not need to be connected to 
batteries, making it fully flexible: you just need a PV panel and the device 
you want to operate! the whole concept of the Sun generator is to provide 
instantaneous power, which means it should be used when the sun is there. 
There are other alternatives to charge batteries…let’s use the Sun Generator for 
those applications which are not covered!

cooKing With the Sun 
GENErATor:

food  time
Vegetable soup 2 h
rice  1 h
lamb  1 h
Bread  1 h
Beans  75 min
potatoes  45 min
healthy and safe cooking!



nordic folkecenter for renewable energy
Kammersgaardsvej 16 
dK 7760 hurup thy, denmark
Tel: +45 9795 6600 | info@folkecenter.dk 
www.folkecenter.net 
Facebook: Nordisk Folkecenter

our ultimate long term goal is a complete replacement of fossil fuels and 
atomic power with renewable energies & energy savings while promoting 
the sustainability, resilience and development of local communities around 
the world. For this purpose, we have collaborated with local civil society 
organisations, research and education centres, companies, professionals  
and governmental authorities from all over the globe for decades.

Among others, we are an active and founding member of the World Wind 
Energy Association (WWEA), the European Association for renewable Energy 
(EUroSoLAr), the European renewable Energies Federation (ErEF) and the 
International Network for Sustainable Energy (INForSE). We are also the 
danish coordinator of euroSolar and the european Solar prize.

The Nordic Folkecenter  
for Renewable Energy  
is a Danish non-profit 
independent organisation 
working for a world running  
on renewables since 1983.
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